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Chapter I 

The dispositions which one must have to do well under arms 

One must have, to become more at ease with a degree of perfection while 

under arms, those [dispositions] which give to this noble exercise, which are 

especially agility, nerve, good perception, a good shank, which must be in a 

word robust, and be disposed. Those whom nature has refused some 

persons these advantages, must seek to acquire them through exercises of 

the body, such as riding, dance, etc, as they will bring to them grand 

advantages for grace, strength in the body and health; arms, being a very 

violent exercise, are equally reserved for people who are naturally robust 

and relaxed, the are however a great safety for those who are delicate 

provided they are taken with moderation, because as one develops in this 

exercise and fortifies the body, it inspires courage in the youthful, and 

teaches them to defend vigorously their life as required. 

A young man who proposes to learn under arms, must also have docility, 

and then the patience to listen attentively, and perform without impatience 

that what is indicated to him as chosen for him by his master; since he has 

made a choice it must be that, putting to one side certain pokers who have 

usurped the name of master, they only give the proof of their capacity and 

he chooses a man who joins to his known talents those of politeness and 

manners; since he will have the humour to find such, he must furnish him 

with a pair of well-mounted foils, a glove, a pair of sandals and a mask, this 

latter invention is of the greatest utility as it will protect the face, and 

distance the eyes from blows which can come about in the assault and when 

one parries or when one thrusts at all feints; to arrive in a short time one 

must learn without interruption, the time required full force under arms is a 

year, if one has the disposition and a good master. 

Chapter II 

Of the guard, stepping and the extension 

To place oneself on guard with grace and with solidity one must be upright 

on the legs, having the right heel at the ankle of the left foot, profile the 

body, have the head straight and at ease, face regarding he adversary, with 

the left arm hanging along the thigh, and the right arm hanging also at a 

distance of one foot and a half from the thigh, in such a way that the point 

of the sword is found five inches form the ground; to pass from this position 



to the guard, one must well profile the left shoulder, raise the left arm in a 

demi-circle above the ear and the right arm at the height of the guard, bend 

both shanks, detach the right foot and carry it at ground level to a distance 

of two paces more or less, in such a way that the left knee is found directly 

above the toe of the left foot, and the right knee above the buckle [of the 

shoe]; it must be that all the movements which appear separated from each 

other in the demonstration are, however, done in a single action in the 

execution; one must pay attention while stepping, and in retreating, to 

maintain these positions, that is to say that the body must not lean, and 

that the distance must always be the same in between the feet; to extend 

oneself I advise that one make a whole of two movements, the first of which 

is a lively release of the forearm, and the left shank, raise well the hand, 

nails on top, left hand two fingers from the thigh; in this position after 

having adjusted well the button on his target he must carry the right foot in 

the line by one and a half paces further than the guard and it is the second 

movement, which however must appear so as to be done with the first; to 

return on guard one must in a single action bend the left shank, raise the 

left hand, and replace the right in the position of the guard in quarte which 

requires that the arm must be held without stiffness, and the elbow inside, 

that the pommel of the fleuret is found in line with the right breast, and that 

the button never regards higher than the top of the head or lower than the 

last rib of the adversary; this exercise cannot be too [often] repeated since it 

gives solidity and the grace which are two things that a good master must 

seek to unite in his student. 

Chapter III 

Straight thrusts 

A student who wants to bring about a certain degree of force must not let 

himself be overcome by the desire to learn something new every day, 

because by only passing superficially over all the principles he will be 

nothing more than a mediocre fencer, one only knows thus to recommend a 

master who pays this attention; he must especially attach to him for a long 

time to thrust well all the straight thrust, and these advantages that one will 

retire infallibly, it is that the student will come about to develop himself, to 

add his blow, to form good perception, to fall into balance, it, I say, by 

exercise of straight thrusts that one can acquire this ensemble and this 

speed which is useful and brilliant under arms. They are thrust either 

below, or inside weapons; under the weapon while holding the head 

naturally upright, inside the weapon while opposing a little quarte over the 

arm, and turning the head naturally; it must either, in one or another blow, 

be that the forearm separates from  the body, in such a way that the button 

reaches its target before the right foot touches the ground, a principle that 

one must apply in all the blows under arms  

 



Chapter IV 

Disengagements 

Disengagements make the [greater] part of blows under arms, if I except 

straight blows, it is essential to do them well; there are two principles, and 

which are the base of all the others, to know under the weapon, and inside 

the weapon. To make a disengagement under the weapon one must place 

oneself well on guard, engage the blade in quarte at five inches from the hilt 

of the adversary, giving as a consequence very little of the blade, after which 

one must pas the button underneath while making as little movement as 

possible, adjust well his blow, the blow having arrived at its target he must 

recover the engaged sword underneath the weapon, pass lightly the button 

to the inside, and after this complete his recovery to guard well; either in 

one or other disengagement the body must be steady, and make absolutely 

no other movement than must be done for the disengagement, it must thus 

be that the forearm separates from the body and that the button reaches the 

right breast of the adversary before the right foot stops, paying attention 

that the hand is well raised and the nails turned while one will have greater 

facility by letting go a little with the little finger when the button is on its 

target; it must be in all blows on the lunge that the body is upright on the 

thighs and avoid that there is stiffness in the limbs especially in the right 

shoulder which one must release as much as one can. 

Chapter V 

The one-two, one-two-three 

The one-two and one-two-three are those which oppose best the simple 

parries, it is appropriate to give the certain rules for thrusting feints in such 

a way to avoid the inconveniences that arrive commonly from those who 

thrust with all regard and without the necessary precautions. 

The one-two is thrust either under or inside the arm. To thrust the one-two 

inside the arm one must engage the sword in quarte to pass lightly the 

button under the arm, and to run it until the elbow of the adversary who 

then goes to parry in tierce giving in quarte the necessary opening to return 

inside the arm and complete the one-two. 

To thrust the one-two over the arm one must engage the sword over the 

arm, mark a disengagement inside if the adversary goes to parry in quarte, 

one must make a second disengagement to return underneath the arm, and 

thus complete a lively one-two. 

The one-two-three and is to follow the one-two in which there is no 

difference than that is composed of one more disengagement; this feint can 

especially be done upon a step of those who attack, and who parry simple. 

These feints must be marked on a  fixed foot, and only the point, and the 

wrist; because by making them with the arm one gives the adversary an 

opening to thrust a stop-hit that one will give warning of if one marks these 

feints by paying attention to the raising of the hand, and to oppose the heel 



of the sword; these blows can hardly have their effect than upon a fencer 

who uses simple parries which are the subject of the following chapter. 

Chapter VI 

The simple parries 

The simple parries are the base of all others and are essential to know how 

to perform them well following doubles with neatness and the necessary 

precision. It is indispensable to stop here a little, thus, to give forth to form 

the rules, and the principles that experiences has shown me makes the 

better [fencers]. 

There are six parries that are called simple because they go directly towards 

the blade, known as the parry of quarte, tierce, demi-circle, octave, prime, 

and under-prime which is otherwise called quinte. 

To well form these parries, one must firmly hold his sword from the guard to 

the point, that the body is well profiled on the left side, and that is it is only 

the wrist and the forearm which is used. 

The parry of quarte is formed by turning the wrist with the nails up in the 

air and opposing by about four inches on the left, one must withdraw the 

arm a little, and support the point with regard to the stomach of his 

adversary to thus be ready to render a riposte. 

To form the parry of tierce one must turn the palm of the hand towards the 

ground, parry the cutting edge to the inside, tender the arm without 

stiffness, support the point at the body thus to be in a state to riposte direct 

in tierce. 

The parry of demi-circle must be formed to the inside the arm with the 

cutting edge to the inside, and the strong of the sword, one must hold the 

wrist at temple height, turn the nails on top, oppose well the heel inside the 

sword giving the point which must be low, and support strong to weak, and 

keep some flexibility in the forearm either to render the riposte with tac-au-

tac, or to double more easily as and when required. 

The parry of octave is formed while holding the hand in quarte, wrist raised 

and the point low, while opposing the heel of the cutting edge to the outside, 

supporting well the blade with strong to weak, the body a little more on the 

left side, and the arm a little more bent than in the ordinary guard. 

To form the parry of prime one must raise the right hand to the height of the 

mouth, turn the nails completely towards oneself, hold the elbow bent, the 

body well profiled on the left side, in this position parry with the strong with 

the cutting edge to the outside, oppose well the heel, and support the point 

at the body to render immediately the riposte, one sees easily that this parry 

is made to the inside of the arm. 



For under-prime or quinte the positions are exactly the same, and it differs 

from prime only in that one must in quinte parry the cutting edge, oppose 

the heel to the inside, that is done to the outside of the arm. 

Also the two latter parries of prime and under-prime are hardly ever used, I 

regard them however as very proper to parry low blows; to combat all games 

with the shortened arm, and without principle, paying attention, when one 

finds oneself with regards to an adversary of this species, increase measure 

on the parry, because if he retreats on you, one runs the risk for receiving 

some adventurous thrust, the advantage that one has separated on such 

fencers it is that one has no understanding he stays embarrassed at this 

point and does not know what to do. 

Also, with other simple parries one parries difficulty well marked feints, I am 

however to advise that those who form these exactly and deliver them, and 

make one succeed over others, since in a single movement can sustain 

quick and well-conceived attacks. One must for this that when forming the 

parry of quarte, reform well the demi-circle, develop in octave, and get back 

to the parry of quarte almost in a single action, and this can only be 

acquired with great performance and long practice; to deceive these four 

actions one must mark a one-two, the feint over the wrist and re-disengage 

over the arm. 

Chapter VII 

Of the counter and changes of the sword 

Experience has made me consider the counter-parries as the best, I propose 

them to amateurs of all types, and I dare flatter myself that it is my opinion 

that they want to attach to them the precision they require, and they will 

become joined to the changes of the sword, and performed with speed which 

this movement requires, I hardly doubt that those who have acquired this 

degree of force are ordinarily the fruit of a long practice with a good master. 

To make use of the counter-parry one must be steady on guard, the body 

must make no other movement, have a supple forearm, and be persuaded 

that the wrist alone must work to form this parry in the time that the 

adversary thrusts his blow while disengaging either quarte to tierce, or tierce 

to quarte; to well perform these parries as soon as he disengages to thrust, 

one must disengage subtly in the same time while making a small circle very 

close to his blade, and form the parry with very great vivacity while 

supporting well the blade from the guard to point which must always be 

found in line with the body, one cannot over appreciate the value and 

certainty of this parry. 

Since a lively wrist, and a light point, can easily deceive the counter-parry 

disengaging with a  counter to the counter, that is to say, if the adversary 

continues his disengagement several times, and more lively than one has 

done, thus to derange this operation, in the case where one cannot use 



some speed in the wrist to stop his point with the same counter-parry, one 

must have recourse to the parry of circle, but better again than changes of 

the blade, breaking absolutely all the intentions that the adversary will have 

to form the parry on which he awaits; another advantage when one retires 

infallibly the changes of the sword is that the adversary who pursues with 

vivacity the movement which he has commenced finds his blow stopped by a 

contrary movement, which can not only confound the manner of his 

exposure, and give a opening for a good riposte. 

One will find to perform well the changes of the sword when in the instant 

that one forms a parry of quarte wither with a counter or with a double 

counter, one will pass to that of tierce without quitting to thus say the 

blade, and thus from a parry of tierce to that of quarte, one conceives that 

one must to have a lively and relaxed wrist, and to have this one must 

practice, these movements must be performed a little out of measure. 

When after a counter or a change of the sword one has formed the parry of 

quarte, if one does not wish to thrust with a  straight thrust one can throw a 

cutover the point; if one forms a parry of tierce and one wishes to riposte 

direct, one can throw a blow in seconde, or mark a feint in seconde, and 

thrust over the arm; if after one has parried quarte the adversary dares a 

riposte in quarte, and when he returns on guard he forces the blade, one 

must then by withdrawing a little, the arm disengaging over the top of the 

blade of the adversary, and thrust on the lunge, this is what is called a 

cutover. To better throw it one must always mount the button in line with 

the stomach of the adversary, and achieve it in this manner, it is the means 

to not touch a thrust to the face; if the adversary parries the cutover with 

tierce one can lunge to use this blow as a reprise in seconde, recovering in 

the lien of quarte, and return direct. 

To well perform the blow of a reprise in seconde one must on the parry of 

tierce withdraw the forearm in such a way that the hand turns to tierce 

presenting the pommel with regard to the right eye, hold the point low, the 

edge along and beneath the elbow of the adversary thus that the thrust can 

arrive in the armpit, and the right temple which is the target to which one 

must direct, this reprise requires great lightness and neatness, one must as 

a consequence have practiced some time to posses the means to use this 

without risk when the occasion arises. 

Chapter VIII 

On the understanding of feeling, and of measure 

The understanding of feeling is an essential point under arms, it can only be 

acquired through very long practice, and in fighting all sorts of games; it is 

especially useful when one has an adversary who gives too much blade, in 

that one can understand his intentions and as a consequence be 

forewarned, to thrust from this understanding all the advantages to which 

he is susceptible, it is necessary to accompany it with a  good point of view. 



The understanding of measure is no less necessary, nothing under arms, 

there is no more advantage than to enter and leave as required, one is in 

measure when one extends, according to the rules which I have prescribed 

in the first chapter, one reaches the adversary in such a way that the foil 

can again form a half circle, when it reaches its target, one is out of measure 

when the adversary is obliged to touch by seizing measure before he can 

lunge with his sword. Since one cannot give overly-precise rules touching on 

this understanding, I advise those who desire to acquire it to fence often 

with able fellows; this exercise will give them more than all the explanations 

than one can employ to procure them. 

Chapter IX 

The expulsion, croisé, bind and remise of the sword 

The expulsion is a lively movement of the wrist which serves to derange the 

sword of the adversary, it is performed either over or inside the arm; over by 

turning the hand to tierce, and parrying strong to weak, and the cutting 

edge to the inside by a dry movement of the wrist; in the arm by opposing 

with the same vivacity the heel of the cutting edge to the inside, taking care 

to always support the point at the body thus to be better able to thrust 

direct, and to profit thus from the instant, where by a well-executed 

expulsion one has forced his adversary to expose himself. 

To perform a croisé one must engage the sword in quarte, and in the instant 

that the adversary throws at you with a straight thrust, turn the hand to 

tierce, pass the point over the hand, parry strong to weak, and with the heel 

of the cutting edge to the inside of the blade while holding the forearm in a 

manner that the thrust arrives between the armpit, and the right thigh 

which is the true line to the outside of the arm one must next recover on 

guard with the sword in quarte, after having thus performed two or three 

times, one must to surprise the adversary feint a croisé at him, and if on the 

feint he disengages to thrust over the am, one must parry with an expulsion 

in tierce, and enter direct. The advantage of these two movements is infinite 

in that if you do not jump over the sword of the adversary you will confound 

it at least and you will expose him more so that one can only enter more 

easily open him. 

To make a bind on the sword one must be well on guard, the body well 

profiled to the left, engage the sword in quarte, and seize the instant where 

the adversary mounts upon you with a disengagement for him to bind his 

sword with a counter, or with a double counter if he continues the 

disengagement, one must in the performance of the movement that the nails 

are a little lower than in the guard of quarte, and that they do not go back 

on top, after having formed the parry while supporting the point in line, one 

raises the hand above the head to render the thrust at his target; the well-

executed blow is very brilliant, and it is a great safety when one has an 

adversary with alight point, it is performed equally in tierce if one is engaged 



over the arm, and if the adversary parries tierce, one can thrust at him a 

reprise in seconde as is detailed at the end of the sixth chapter. 

To perform a remise of the sword one must when one thrusts well on the 

lunge support the sword, and feint a  small movement of the head as if to 

recover, if the adversary quits the blade, one must seize this instant to 

render at him with a blow to the body; one helps oneself with advantage 

upon an adversary who, after having parried, quits the blade to riposte 

slowly, or doesn’t riposte at all, it is easy to conclude from this that if one is 

not quick in his ripostes, one must at least support the parries and not quit 

the blade. 

Chapter X 

Stop hits and time hits 

One calls the stop hit all thrust rendered from the fixed foot upon a man 

who expose himself on his step, one can stop him with a disengagement, if 

one seizes measure it forces the blade, and is one of the more brilliant 

blows. 

The time hit differs form the stop hit in that one renders the latter on a fixed 

foot, and in that to thrust a time hit one must extend towards the throat; it 

differs again in that the stop hit is thrust upon the step of the adversary, 

and that the time is taken upon the raised foot or when forming some feint 

with fixed foot he exposes himself, as in changes of the sword, the one-two, 

the one-two-three; another stop hit which is very brilliant is when an 

adversary thrusts a forced blow over the arm; in this position one must 

direct the point at the right temple of the adversary; nothing is more difficult 

than to thrust with neatness and precision these two blows under arms, and 

it only appears that those who have practice and experience in deeds of 

arms can form the just eye, and give this precision that is necessary for 

these thrusts to perform them; also I never advise a master to give them to a 

pupil who begins only to assault because he risks to deliver them too often 

and neglect parries; it must be that those who thrust the stop hit, where the 

time is not touched in some fashion, because if it was, his blow will be null, 

and make a double hit, except there is only need to make similar blows to 

teach, not to be learned. 

To avoid all these time hits, and stop hits, one must pay attention to always 

hold his sword in front of him, to not expose himself too much while making 

feints, to not make attacks with too much force with fixed foot or stepping, 

to be always ready with a  prompt and steady parry of counter-

disengagement or circle, and to never form the intent to thrust a sword blow 

without returning promptly with a parry. 

 

 



Chapter XI 

The flying sword 

One is called to be on guard with a flying sword when one does not give the 

blade, one must to use it with advantage this guard to be steady on the legs, 

and out of measure, to have the forearm well supple and flexible perception, 

the wrist quick that it must always be ready to come to the parry with 

doubles, and even triple counters. One must make play the fore-arm, it 

serves to engage his adversary at the attack by appels with the right foot, 

giving him some opening, it makes for him a trap by which one must, when 

he has parried, seize the measure while making successive reprises with 

such vivacity that the adversary being less strong is confounded, taking care 

to recover on guard out of measure, and to have an attentive eye on the 

movements of the adversary to profit accordingly; this guard is very neat to 

show a man who is accustomed to give the blade since it removes from him 

the base on which he has founded all his intentions; also I  myself very well 

found on this guard in a serious affair that I had  in the town of Garnison in 

France, I do not advise however that the folk who join all faculties, which I 

spoke of at the start of the chapter, into a profound understanding of the art 

of arms, since this [technique] has served [only] one [fellow], they must 

remain advocates of remaining safe when they reveal the intent of an 

adversary. 

The small step tripled must be done out of measure of the flying sword to 

confound an adversary, and for him to land two or three blows to reprise on 

the body without recovery; this step is made while raising the right foot by 

two inches, and the left foot next, and seizing by one half pace each 

movement of the foot, and staying upright on the shanks. 

One knows that a player who understands tact to parry either in quarte or 

in tierce or demi-circle or octave or prime or under-prime, the counter-

quarte, or counter-tierce, or double counter, or triple, in tierce, or in quarte 

or in demi-circle, must riposte that moment that he finds the blade. This is 

the true means of perfecting a little over time by reflecting on his choices, 

and then form a good attack. 

The greater part of grand masters in this art not often only have two or three 

favourite blows in the hand, and some parries gathered together into a 

single time. 

Chapter XII 

Of the wall 

The wall is a very good exercise to acquire unity and necessary lightness of 

hand, to form disengagements; here in short are the rules which one must 

follow to thrust at the wall with solidity and grace. 

One must place both [fencers] fully on guard, replace next the right heel at 

the ankle of the left foot, in this position one exposes oneself by carrying the 



right arm to the outside, of him who must thrust first, then he takes his 

measure while lunging at him who must parry, but without touching him, 

and after that he returns to the position from which he returns, both 

saluting in tierce, in quarte, and fall on guard in quarte, while forming a sort 

a moulinet, then he who has taken his measure must engage his sword at 

the strong and holding the point lightly, disengage subtly over the wrist, as 

soon as the disengagements makes the hand raise well, and thrust straight 

to the body of the adversary on the parry in which he must fall; having thus 

thrust ten or twelve simple disengagements he recovers upright, right heel 

at the ankle of the left foot, the other takes his measure, and he makes a 

salute as above. This exercise is called “At the wall” because after one has 

taken his measure at his distance, one must not shift the left foot nor the 

body, always thrust to rule either inside or outside the arm with simple 

disengagements that one parries tierce and quarte, never making feints nor 

false movements, since there are a quantity of folk who, having no art of 

arms have the presumptuous idea to know something else. A master must 

place a student on this exercise so that he will possess well these positions 

either because this will serve to develop him or because this exercise, by 

being amusing, will relight the desire to perfect oneself under arms, so that 

the beginnings of boredom and fatigue can be relented. 

Chapter XIII 

Of the assault 

That which are called assaults are nothing other than the assembly of all 

blows, and all parries which we have spoken off up to the present, one must 

before being exposed to them have acquired some understanding to parry at 

times the blows, and know to deceive the parries of one’s adversary; one 

must pose for certain principles under arms that there is hardly a thrust 

one can cannot parry, and hardly a parry that cannot be deceived. 

The assault is ordinarily preceded by a salute; to do this with grace one 

must place oneself, have his hat on his head, fall on guard without noise, 

beat two appels while doffing his hat with the left hand, retake the first 

position, right hand raised above the head and the left along the left thigh, 

carry the left foot two paces to the rear and bend the shanks. Have the left 

hand up high, the right down low, beat two appels, replace the ankle of the 

left foot next to the right heel, and after this have a new lowering of the left 

hand along the left side, and raise the right above the head to salute in 

tierce, in quarte, and place oneself on guard while replacing his hat, this 

must be done out of measure for fear of surprise, have a scrupulous 

attention to the movements of the adversary either to not follow false 

movements which he can use to confound you, or to understand his other 

intentions, thus one must always be ready; there is a great advantage to 

hold out of measure to parry, and only enter one has good intent, and when 

one is well ready for the parry. These who feel the most feeble do not reach 

the attack of his adversary, because he will almost be touched or upon the 



blow or by reprises, one must on the contrary that he attacks immediately 

his adversary blow for blow and that he uses the attack the most violent, 

because that having once confounded, he will be easier to defend himself 

and to attack anew, when one will have a favourable occasion. One must 

always furnish well the sword blows, that is to say, thrust well on the lunge, 

these being well supported to allow a riposte, to be prompt and to recover in 

line, an essential thing and without which one will not avoid ripostes and 

more slowly. 

If one is successful in encountering the blade in quarte, or in tierce, in demi-

circle, or in octave, in prime or under-prime, or by some parry of counter 

one must render the riposte of tac-au-tac, and also be lively as is possible by 

quitting the blade as little as possible. 

I shall give an example of a violent attack, but which requires great exercise 

in which that will serve you, that one can perform with all the speed and 

precision possible. One must in attacking quickly with a blow in quarte 

thrust well on the lunge, if the adversary parries quarte, throw a cutover the 

arm, if the adversary parries tierce, use a reprise blow in seconde, after this 

attempt at two or three thrusts recover in quarte, and the button in line with 

the breast of the adversary, and open the movement of the step which he 

can do to enter direct with the hand raised above the head, and support the 

blow upon his target. One can render this attack useless in the middle of a 

change of the sword in tierce by throwing immediately a blow in seconde; if 

the adversary throws a blow over the arm, one must parry with a  change of 

the sword in quarte, or by a counter of quarte to thrust straight, throw the 

blow in seconde, which is a good thrust, taking care to form the counter-

tierce a little out of measure to not risk to bring about a blow to the face; if 

he marks a one-two, one can change the sword and riposte tac-au-tac, or 

use demi-circle, and octave while supporting well the point to render 

immediately a riposte to the flank, one can parry a counter-disengagement 

in the arm with a double demi-circle, but since one risks bringing about a 

thrust to the flank, one wants better, if one does not find the blade after the 

first turn, retake the counter-tierce, or in quarte, and make a change of the 

blade while seizing more measure. 

Since to know the use of arms he knows to combat all sorts of games it is 

not out of context to speak of different guards; and the manner to attack 

them. 

Upon an adversary who has a divided guard one must thrust straight 

thrusts with all unity and speed possible; if he has a high guard, and he 

parries simple, one must one-two, and if he goes to parry 

Demi-circle deceive this by cutting over his wrist and rendering him a thrust 

to the flank, or mark a feint in seconde, and thrust direct, if he parries 

demi-circle, and octave one must return a parry of quarte, double, mark 



one-two, a feint over the wrist, re-disengage over the arm, and after having 

achieved the blow recover promptly with sword in quarte. 

Upon an extraordinarily light point one must use binds of the sword in 

tierce and in quarte while overserving the prescribed rules in this regard in 

the eighth chapter. 

Upon a stiffened guard one has expulsions; upon an adversary who holds 

the point one must use croisés, if he is exposed by making feints one has 

time hits, if he exposes himself on his step the stop hits, if he quits the 

blade after parrying without rending his riposte one has a remise of the 

sword; I have explained all the blows in their place, I dismiss thus those who 

would make fair use, thus that they observe the rules which are necessary 

to perform them well. 

One will be served with advantage by the flying sword upon an adversary 

accustomed to give the blade provided you follow the rules which I have 

given for this attack. To form good attacks and learn to employ the parries 

accordingly one must thrust and parry often with all feints. 

Experience has proved to me that counter-parries, double counters and 

changes of the sword are those that which are used best against all sorts of 

game, and if I have the fortune to form students of the first strength, it is by 

great exercise of these parries which I have them perform when almost in-

fighting, because if they can form them well there they form them with a 

greater facility when they have an adversary who attacks in measure. Such 

are my reflections on the art of arms, the desire to be useful encourages me 

to put in them into the public gaze. 

Upon return to Naples Sir BREMONT with give a more extended treatise. 

One will find these tracts at the home of the author on the Rue Neuve, and 

the home of Sir PIOVAN. 

THE END 

 


